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The Sports Day started with the chief guest, Ms. Kavita Chittiappa, 

arriving and being accompanied to the ground by our sports captain, 

Harris Khan. As the day moved on, the first thing on the list of

wonderfully planned events was the March Past. All the house colors lined up

behind their respective captains. The March Past began as the band began to

play. At the end of the march past, all the houses were lined up behind their

captains. Students from grades three to five put on a spectacular show with

their smart walk just as the march past came to an end. After waving their

hands and wearing bright smiles as they passed the stage, they lined up beside

the houses.

 Shortly after the smart walk, the sports captain took an oath. After taking

the oath, the Olympic Torch Relay began. The students were chosen based on

their passion  and their involvement in sports. As the torch relay came to an

end, each house moved back into their tents at the far end of the ground,

decorated with a unique theme. 

SPORTS DAY 2022-23
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As the races began, so did the cheering. Each house enthusiastically 

cheered for their players. Between races, grades took turns performing

drills. After the relay races and prize distribution, the parents were called

onto the ground to play a game. The students started cheering louder,

this time not for the house but for their parents. 

Soon after the teachers and alumni played games created for them, a 

few people from each house were called to play tug of war. Once the 

tug of war was over, the prize distribution for individual championships 

started.

 The overall house points were called out and the closing ceremony 

began.

Yellow House was declared the winner and the cheering and hooting for 

their house was incredible. The students carried their Captains on their 

shoulders and took a victory lap of the field. Another memorable event 

made its mark at Oasis International School.
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A sports fest was held in order to raise funds for the 

ECOASIS committee that works on environmental issues.

It was decided that the perfect way to support ECOASIS was to 

make it an enjoyable and memorable day. The event took place on a Monday. 

Tuck shops, face painting stalls and technical arrangements were made. The 

stalls played a huge part in the fest as it was one of the main sources of 

the funding.

 OASIS SPORTS FEST
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At the Tuck-shops they sold food, 

beverages, ice-cream, fast food, team 

badges and even player cards. The 

players that were selected had to be 

photographed and then with those 

photographs, the cards were printed 

out including the rank of the specific 

player, their nickname and name. The 

event started with the Girls' soccer 

and Boys' basketball games. 
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The soccer and basketball games were played in the format of

 how FIFA and NBA are held. The team names were also taken from 

FIFA and NBA. The players were allotted tents and energy drinks. 

And the rest of the students sat around the field to watch the game Music was 

played and from grade 3 and above, students had the entire day free in order to 

attend the fest. Both Teachers and Students had fun helping around in the Tuck- 

shops, volunteering, and watching the game. It was an event full of cheering and

suspense and after the Soccer and basketball teams found their winners: Portugal 

in FIFA and Cavaliers NBA. Then the Oasis International Sports Fest 2023 was 

declared closed.



Agastya International Foundation, which is located in Kuppam, 

Andhra Pradesh, was visited by students of grades 9 and 10. It was a

 two-day trip to Agastya, a non-profit organisation which was 

founded in 1999 with the mission of providing practical education to students 

across the country. 

 KUPPAM FIELD TRIP
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Agastya focuses on hands-on experience, as they

believe that children grasp the concepts better

that way. The students were accompanied by 6

teachers, who took excellent care of them. The

group left on the chilly morning on January 6th

,2023- Boys and January 12th, 2023- Girls.

As they reached Agastya, they had breakfast and

were then allotted respective rooms in the

campus. They rested for a while in their rooms,

and then took off to visit the Biology and

Chemistry Lab where they performed various

experiments. The students enjoyed themselves

while exploring the labs. They encountered mind

blowing models and projects, which helped them

understand concepts better. As they reached the

campus, they entered their rooms and spent

blissful quality time together. The next day

morning, the students were accompanied by Mr.

Laksh for a nature walk, where they learned

about various trees and plants. 
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The 9th and 10th grade students visited a math park and a physics lab 

where they participated enthusiastically in engaging activities. Later on, 

the pupils were fascinated by the unique artworks in the Art Lab and 
were in awe of the stunning recycled art. The students took part in an activity of 

designing currency notes and put all of their creativity into it. They came up with 

interesting security techniques, which helped them understand the importance of the 

Indian currency and its security. At the end of their enjoyable stay, they visited 

Gurugruha, a planetarium.

 From watching the sunset together, to eating together and having fun, the

students were focused throughout and enjoyed their stay at Agastya. The teachers

equally had fun spending time with the students in a new environment, and learnt

many valuable qualities from this stay. They returned to Bangalore around 9pm on

7th January(Boys) and 13th January(Girls). They had a great time and definitely

are looking forward for more such field trips in the future!
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Republic Day is observed on January 26, 2023. India will commemorate

the 74th Republic Day this year. On January 26, 1950, India's 

constitution was adopted, and the country was transformed into a 

republic. Every year, the day's celebrations include stunning military and 

cultural pageantry.

 REPUBLIC DAY
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 Armed forces personnel march along the 

Kartavya path in New Delhi in an elaborate display 

of military might. Everything else going on in the 

country on this auspicious day pales in comparison 

to the magnificent show on Kartavya Path. The 

festivities begin with a huge parade on Raisina Hill 

near the Rashtrapati Bhavan (President's House), 

and continue along the Kartavya road, through 

India Gate, and towards the old Red Fort. 

Ceremonial parades are held at the Kartavya way 

on this day as a tribute to India, its unity in 

diversity, and its rich cultural legacy by the states 

of India by constructing exquisite tableaus.



The human brain has great potential and creativity that could do 

wonders, but what if this creativity is killed due to rapid, advancing 

technology, causing artificial intelligence to take over? ChatGPT, a chatbot 

developed by Open AI in November 2022, can kill human creativity and 

corrupt the education system. It is an open-source platform that can 

process large amounts of human-generated data to create various forms of 

writing based on a simple command.

CHAT-GPT
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To prevent the education system from losing its 

value, schools in various places, including New 

York City, have banned ChatGPT on their devices 

and networks. It is currently at capacity, posing 

a challenge to the students who have fallen into 

the trap of becoming dependent on it. It has left 

many wondering if machines can do all the 

writing, will students still need to?

To the great advantage of students looking for a 

shortcut to complete homework, it is free and 

available to anyone with an Internet connection

It runs clean through plagiarism checks, an advantage 

to students dependent on it to complete assignments, 

while a disadvantage to schools. Even though it could 

have its advantages, at large, the education system 

views it as an enemy, ready to take down its 

students.



CHAT-GPT
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What's wrong in trusting the new AI Bots dominating the world? Chat GPT is an

excellent. Chabot invented in November,22 . It is an extensive language model

initiated by the Open. Artificial Intelligence (AI). It is truly based on the Generative

Pre- training Transformer (GPT) architecture. It is a vast platform that helps us

in distinct writings effortlessly. According to researches, it is proved that Chat

GPT crosses 1 mil users in less than a week.  

Chat GPT has numerous advantages and applications.

Chat GPT has a high clarity and fluency of words. It is trained on a large text

dataset, allowing it 

to generate highly fluent and coherent responses to a wide range of prompts.

ChatGPT's ability 

to generate text that is nearly identical to text written by a human makes it a

useful tool for 

tasks such as chatbots, virtual assistants, and automated content generation.



CHAT-GPT
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ChatGPT's versatility allows it to be used in a wide range of natural language 

processing tasks, including language translation, text summarization, and dialogue 

systems. It can respond quickly, making it useful for real-time applications. 

ChatGPT's API allows it to be easily integrated into existing systems and 

applications. Continuous learning entails being able to fine tune the model in 

response to new data. In a few cases, it can lead to plagiarism but it is an 

excellent tool for students and teachers when used appropriately and wisely.
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